The Zicklin Undergraduate Honors Program (ZUHP) Launch
By Professor Gloria Penn Thomas, Director, Zicklin Undergraduate Honors Program

The Zicklin Undergraduate Honors Program was off to a good start with its launch reception on January 30th. Students in this highly selective business honors program met the mentors who will guide them throughout their careers in the Zicklin School. They were greeted by President Mitchell Wallenstein and Dean Myung-Soo Lee in a program led by Associate Dean Phyllis Zadra. A good time was had by all.

The Zicklin Undergraduate Honors Program (ZUHP) is a new honors program at Baruch College. It is unique in its focus on business education. By combining an advanced, innovative interdisciplinary business curriculum with extracurricular workshops and activities, ZUHP aims to produce polished, professional, and ethically aware graduates who are well positioned to become leaders in their fields. Given the amazing group of students in its first class, ZUHP seems well on its way to achieving this aim.

A key element of ZUHP is its partnership with EOC to provide each student with a mentor who can guide him or her along this journey. J. McLoughlin of the EOC did a great job of matching students with mentors from their chosen fields. Since the launch reception, many EOC mentors have been busy guiding their new mentees in the quest for summer internships. With ZUHP currently conducting admissions for the fall, J. will soon be busy seeking mentors for another great class of students.

More information on the Zicklin Undergraduate Honors Program (ZUHP):

For Potential Mentors: J. McLoughlin, Director, Executives on Campus
email: Jacqueline.mcloughlin@baruch.cuny.edu • tel: 646.312.3045 • NVC 13-244

For Students interested in the program: Valeria L. Hymas Assistant Director, Zicklin Undergraduate Honors Program
email: Valeria.Hymas@baruch.cuny.edu • tel. 646.312.3064 • NVC 13-292